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The usual forms of the Vietoris-Begle theorem require vanishing 
of the first p-cohomology groups of the antecedents of points under 
the mapping. The present work utilizes a multi-cone construction to 
yield a variety of results when either one cohomology group alone 
vanishes or when several cohomology groups, not necessarily includ
ing that of dimension 0, vanish. Some converse theorems are obtained 
relating the global conditions on the cohomology groups of the space 
and the vanishing of some of the cohomology groups of point ante
cedents. These results demand special conditions on the space and 
its map and trivial examples show that otherwise the theorems ob
tained are invalid. For the metric case Borsuk [ l ] used a somewhat 
different cone construction. His space and map restrictions are much 
stronger than those introduced here. 

The cohomology groups are understood to be the reduced groups. 
The coefficient group is a fixed Abelian group. Throughout let/lX—* Y 
be surjective and continuous and X and Y are compact Hausdorff. 
Denote by Xy the set {x|/(#) =3>}. Write Iy for the segment [Ol] 
over y and Ilro for the product H^ero !*> Yod Y in the usual Tycho-
noff topology. If Yo=Y write II. Thus the elements of Ilro are 
functions, \J/, on F0 to 7. Designate by lyo the function for which 
li/oÖO^0» y^yo a n d l*/o(:yo) = l and let /„,=* {^1^00 = 0, y^yo, 
$(yo)CzIv}* Denote by * the identically 0 function. Let P(Y0) 
= XXII ( F0) with the product topology and write B(y0) <=Xy~ JyQP. 
The cylinder set B is Uy<zY0By(ZP. Intuitively B consists of cylinders 
sticking out in different directions. 

I t is easy to show that B is closed in the compact space P and so is 
compact. I t is evidently Hausdorff also. Now collapse the roofs of the 
cylinders, BVi in B to yield cones. More precisely identify XyXly to 
a peak point denoted by xy . The resulting cone is denoted by Xy and 
the collection of cones by 'X where we assume the identification or 
quotient topology. Then 

LEMMA 1. 'X is compact. 
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This is a consequence of the fact that 'X is a (continuous) map of 
B under the identification mapping. I t is to be noted that the cluster 
points of cone vertices in 'X lie in X X *. Thus let C = {X* \ y £ Fi} be 
a nonfinite collection. Then if (#, *) is a cluster point of {(xy, *) 13/£ F i} , 
(#, *) is a cluster point of C. 

However 'X need not be Hausdorff. For example suppose X is the 
unit planar disk and F is the segment [01 ]. If for some y, x and x' are 
distinct points of Xy they cannot be separated since their neighbor
hoods contain a nondenumerable number of common peak points. 

We therefore introduce a modified 'X. Thus define 

X*(F0) - U X*\J U Xy 

with the topology induced by that of 'X. Evidently X*(Y0) is com
pact. 

Interpret "almost all" in the sense of: up to a finite subset. Choose 
F0 so that for arbitrary x0E:X and for every neighborhood N(x0), 
there is a neighborhood N'(x0) such that for almost all y 
in {y\Xyr\Nf(xQ)7*0}nY(h XvCN(x0). 

LEMMA 2. X*(F0) is Hausdorff. 

We say that X, ƒ is almost psolid if F0 defined above can be taken 
as {yI Xy is not r-acyclic for some r<p}. Denote this F0 by Yp. If F 
satisfies the condition for F0 then (X,f) is finely sectioned. 

THEOREM 3. Let X, ƒ be almost p-solid and suppose Hp(Xy, G) = 0. 
7 7 ^ Hm(Y, G)£>Hm(X, G) is an epimorphismfor m=p and a mono-
morphismfor m~p + l. 

COROLLARY 4. If the condition Hp+l(Xyi G) = 0 is added to the hy
potheses in Theorem 3 then f * is an epimorphismfor m=p, an isomor
phism for m=p + l and a monomorphismfor m=p+2. 

COROLLARY 5. If X, ƒ is finely sectioned and Hm(Xvt G ) = 0 for 
m = Pi p + i then H*(Y, G)~H*>(X, G). 

This last corollary is known to Deleanu [3] (the idea of whose proof 
is somewhat similar to that of our Theorem 3) and generalizes 
Borsuk [ l ] . 

The proof of Theorem 3 is sketched: Write X* for X*(YP). Since 
Xy*, y G Yp> is a cone it is acyclic. Hence the exact cohomology se
quence for the pair Xv*, Xy yields 

(5a) Hm{Xy, G) « Hm+l(Xv*, Xv, G) 
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for all m. Extend ƒ on X to Y to F on X* to Y by F(Xy*) = ^ G F„. 
Again since Xy*, y £ Fp, is acyclic and Xy is acyclic through dimension 
pt the usual Vietoris-Begle Theorem [2] yields 

Hm(X*,G) i Hm(Y,G), m^p, 

and F*(£ + l) is a monomorphism. 
Let p be a finite subset of Y and define 

X* = U (XVVJ (X* - U X*)) 
yeprsYp yepr\Yp 

which is easily seen to be compact and Hausdorff. Since Alexander 
cohomology with compact supports is equivalent to Cech cohomology 
the continuity theorem applies to the inverse system {Xp*, pp} where 
the matching maps pp are inclusions and the ordering is by inverse 
inclusion. Furthermore, [4, p. 146] for Alexander cohomology with 
compact support J7(X, A, G)^H(X—A> G) with A closed in the 
compact set X. Combining these facts with 

X , X = L \X , XPfpp ] 
—» 

yields eventually 

(5b) Hm(X*, X, G) = L 0 H™-\Xy, G). 

Consider the diagram 

#™(X*, X, G) -> #™(X*, G) —^4 #™(X, G) - t #™+i(X*, X, G) 

(5c) F * ( w ) \ /7*(w) 

where the row is exact and the triangle is commutative. From the 
acyclicity of X / , yÇzYp> follows that F*(p + 1) is a monomorphism. 
From (5b) follows that H*>+1(X*, X, G) = 0 . Hence ^(p + 1) is a mono
morphism. Since f*(p + l)^(p + l)F*(p + l) there results ƒ*(£ + l) 
is a monomorphism. The reasoning es tabl ishing/*^) is an epimor-
phism is similar (but perhaps simpler since F*(p) is an isomorphism). 

COROLLARY 6. If (X, ƒ) is almost p-solid and if Hm(Xyy G) = 0, 
rn=p, • • • , q, then f*(m) is a monomorphism f or m = q+l, an iso
morphism f or m = p + l, ' • • , q and an epimorphismfor m — p. 

A converse theorem can be stated. 

THEOREM 7. If (X, ƒ) is almost p + 1-solid and f*(p) is an epimor-
phism while f*(p + l) is a monomorphism then Hp(Xy, G)=0 . 
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The commutativity of the triangle in (5c) implies, in view of the 
hypotheses, that yp(p) and ^(£ + 1) a r e respectively an epimorphism 
and a monomorphism. It can then be shown that this and (5b) 
guarantees the conclusion. 

COROLLARY 8. If (X, ƒ) is almost q + 1-solid and if Hm(Y, G) 
fJ^ Hm(X, G) where f*(m) is an epimorphism for m=p, an isomor
phism for p<mSq and a monomorphism f or m = q+l then Hm(Xy, G) 
= 0,m=p, • • • ,q. 

T h a t the restriction on (X, f) cannot be summarily dropped is 
evident from the example cited earlier where Hl(X) ^Hl{Y) = 0 , yet 
Hi(Xy)^0,y?*0. 

The next theorems extend some recent results of Bialynicki-
Birula [5]. 

Suppose Xl> Y±*Z where X and Y are compact while Z is arbitrary 
and ƒ and g are surjective with ƒ continuous while g need not be 
though g-"10s) is compact. Write h~gf. 

THEOREM 9. If Hm{h~lz, G)~H™(g-lz, G), m = £ , • • • , g + 1 , and 
if (X,f) is almost q+l-solid thenf*(m) is an epimorphism f or m = pf 

an isomorphism for p<m^q and a monomorphism for m = q-\-1. 

Since h~lz maps by ƒ onto g~lz, the hypotheses when applied to 
these spaces are those of Corollary 7 where 

H™(f-\y),G) - 0 , m = p, • • • , ?> 

and Corollary 6 then applies. 
Again a converse theorem is valid. 

THEOREM 10. If X, ƒ is almost q+1-solid and f*(m):Hm(Y, G) 
—^Hm(Xf G) is an epimorphism f or m—p, an isomorphism for p <m Sq 
and a monomorphism f or m — q+1 then 

k*{m):H»(rl(%), G) -> H™(hr\z), G) 

is an epimorphism, an isomorphism and a monomorphism f or the same 
values as f *(m). 

There are applications to relations. For instance suppose again 
that X and Y are compact and that TQYXY is a closed subset. 
Denote by ir the projection onto the first coordinate, i.e. ir(yi, y2) = yi. 
Let L(y2) = {(yi, y2) | (yi, yi)ET} and write L(Y2) = VV2eY2L(y2). 

THEOREM 11. Let f:X—*Y be surjective and let (Xf ƒ) be finely sec
tioned. Suppose f*(m):Hm(L(y))-*Hm(f~17rL(y)) is an epimorphism 
for m = p, an isomorphism for p<m^q and a monomorphism for m 
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= g + l . Let 7r r= Y\ Then k*(m):Hm(Y1)-^Hm{f'-1Y1) is an epimor
phism, an isomorphism and a monomorphismfor the same m values as 
f*(m). 

The definition of almost £-solid can be given an alternative form. 
Let A be the diagonal of XXX and let V(A) be a vicinity. We say 
Xy f satisfies II for F0, if for any V(A) almost all sets {XVXXV\ y&Y0\ 
lie in V(A). 

LEMMA 12. (a) X}fis almost p-solid iff X, f satisfies IL f or F0. 
(b) If X,f is almost p-solid then for arbitrary open N(x0) the open set 

N'(Xo) in the defining condition for almost p-solidity need satisfy 
N'(x0)CN(xo) only. 

For the case of X, a compactum, it is easy to show that if X, ƒ is 
almost £-solid then F0 is denumerable and hence O-dimensional and 
therefore results such as those of [ l ] and Theorems 3 and 6 are in
cluded in those of [(>]. However this is no longer true for X compact 
but nonmetric. An example is X==5 n V^° , n>2, where X° is S1XI 
under a certain partial ordering with the relative topology of X° being 
given by the open ordered interval topology and Sn is attached to I 
by one point a t 0(EI. With F = 5 n V I and ƒ the identity on Sn and a 
projection on X° to F it can be shown that our Theorem 3 for instance 
yields an epimorphism for m = 2 and an isomorphism for m « 3 while 
[6] does not cover m = 2 and merely asserts an epimorphism for m~3. 

Theorem 3 and Corollaries 4 and 5, for instance, are valid for weak
ened conditions. Specifically X and F need only be locally compact 
when cohomology with compact supports is used. Again X and F 
may be paracompact provided ƒ is a closed mapping satisfying 
f~x(Yp) is compact and supports are the closed sets. 
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